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Hermetic tool box 14”

Description
The hermetic tool box is designed to transport products prone to damage in extremely diffi cult conditions. 
Thanks to its properties, the Högert Technik box will be perfect for the transport of such products as 
photographic and optical equipment, laser measuring devices, power tools, weapons or fi shing equipment. It 
will be used in off-road sports, sailing, fi shing, or in the photographic and construction industries.

Characteristics
  size 14”;
  dustproof and watertight according to the IP55 resistance class;
  a specially designed profi le of the edge of the cover and the body of the box in combination with the use of an 
EPDM gasket effectively protects against water and dust;
  made of extremely strong and durable polypropylene;
  very strong structure, reinforced with additional ribs, guarantees shock resistance and effectively protects 
against the pressure of large external forces. The box is also not damaged when falling from a height.
  decompression valve enabling the box to be opened in the event of a change in pressure or temperature;
  3-point hinges with additional reinforcements guarantee a very long service life;
  2 front fasteners are hidden between massive and durable profi les that protect them against damage;
  durable handle allows you to carry a heavy load;
  the inside of the suitcase is fi lled with a sponge insert, which is pre-cut in the form of small cubic cubes, 
allowing them to be pulled out freely in order to adjust the shape to the transported product;
  possibility of closing the suitcase with a padlock, which additionally prevents it from being opened by unwanted 
persons.

HT7G011 5902801307058 339 x 295 x 152 mm 1 pc 4 pcs

IP 55 PP
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